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ABSTRACT
Wireless sensor network is a shrewd network system, which has
the
self-watching
functionality.
It
contains
some
straightforwardness, low power, minimal size sensor centers that
can talk with each other perform identifying, and data get ready.
Going about as a basic part in the structure, network scope
regularly enormous impacts the systems lifetime. In this paper,
atom swarm algorithm used as a procedure to improve the
covering locale of a wireless of wireless sensor network. A
network scope framework in light of particle swarm upgrade
proposed and Math lab used as a device to apply the algorithm.
The model used as a piece of this wander relies on upon
constraining the covering between the sensors transmission
extents of the sent sensors with respect to the scope of the given
field. The centers is tolerating being able to change their position.
The cost of sending. A logical investigation with homogeneous
sensors arranged at first at unpredictable, the got comes to
fruition reflect the reasonability of the proposed algorithm.

Keywords:
WSN (wireless sensor network), PSO (practical swarm
optimization), MEMS (micro- electro- mechanism), MSP
(maximum-support- path), MBP (maximum- breach- path).

1. Introduction
With the noticeable quality of the Micro Electro
Mechanism (MEMS) and the change of wireless
exchanges, it is possible to fabricate ease, minimal size
and low power with center points that can perform
revelation, estimation and data correspondence of
encompassing condition. Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN), is included these little sensor center points that
can course they took care of data to an operation center
called sink as blueprint d in fig1-1. This moved
advancement can used as a piece of various application
territories (e.g., military, transportation, present day era,
prosperity, and so on.) because of its tremendous
improvements stood out from standard sensor. The sensor
center point is bound to be battery-based device.
Moreover, in particular circumstances it is hard to
supplant the batteries [1]. So accordingly to work the
sensor networks more satisfactorily and to grow the
lifetime of the structure essentialness beneficial game plan,
circuits, outline, algorithms and traditions are required [2]
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Fig. 1. Sensor Nodes Scattered in a sensor Field.
Unique strategies were created, and are being associated
with the sensor network. Scope control is one surely
understood range and the objective is to work WSN more
viably by controlling the position of sensor center points,
the switch of the data transmission. A wireless sensor
Network (WSN), involve spatially passed on autonomous
sensors to accommodatingly screen physical or normal
conditions, for instance, temperature, sound, weight,
development or toxic substance. It is a phase for wide
extent of use related to security. Observation, military,
social protection, natural checking, ets. WSA contains far
reaching number of minimal size sensors which they can
distinguish the earth and talk with each other and setting
up the identifying data, because of the game plan method
for the wireless sensor network once it passed on we can't
stimulate the battery. So essentialness assurance is one of
the factors, under this necessity keeping up incredible
breadth What's more, network is similarly basic
component of plotting WSA. In this paper, we outline
about the network insurance property of our algorithm and
multiplication comes to fruition on different course of
action arrangements, for instance, full degree, reason for
extension or hindrance scope.
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1.1 connectivity of WSN:
The ability to report the sink called network. A network to
be totally related if each match of center point can be
talked with each other either. Because of greater number
of sensors in networks, the total cost whole network is
high and the cost of the individual sensor is low. Along
these lines, it is basic to find the base number of center
points that must remove to parcel the diagram into more
than one related section. Accessibility affects the power
and throughput of the wireless sensor network.

1.2 coverage:
A sensor network that has blind spots may disregard to
screen every that happen at the territory of such blind
spots. The ability to screen each organize on the sensor
field has been named the issue of extension. A summed up
version of the extension ensuring issue requires
demonstrate be secured by in any occasion K sensors
called the K-scope issue. Each sensor center point can
perceive the events with in some to a great degree
compelled division from itself. That division called as
identifying compass. The degree arranges orchestrated
into different social occasions. They are, domain scope,
motivation behind excitement for POL, scope, simply
some specific reasons for the field ought to be watched
and for way scope, the goal is to restrict or intensify
probability of undetected penetration through the territory.

1.3. Aim of work:
The purpose of this work is to focus the association issues
in WSN and especially the extension issue of WSN. In
like manner, focus the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
system and associated it to streamline the extension zone
of WSN. The PSO should pick the best arranging of the
sensors in a given field with minimum number of sensors.
Entertainment is to be finished using MATLAB.

2. Wireless Sensor Network (WSN):
It was a network of self-decision center points used to
watching a circumstance. Designers of WSNs face
challenges
that
rise
correspondence
interface
disillusionments, memory and computational objectives,
and limited aria moved closer through bio-animated
technique. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) clear,
convincing and computationally successful streamlining
algorithm. It has been appear to address WSN issues, for
instance, perfect course of action, center point limitation,
batching and mixture. This paper follows issues in WSNs,
presents PSO and look at sensibility for WSN applications.
It similarly displays a succinct review of how PSO is tailor
address these issues, list terms-batching, data

accumulation, confinement, of sending, PSO, and wireless
sensor networks

2.1 Wireless Sensor Application:
The sensor network group is exploring a few trains in sensor
networks may be relevant for different purposes. The
accompanying part talk about these potential applications
quickly, outlining applications in the military sciences and
natural checking. Furthermore, mechanical zones. F or
numerous different applications. Sensors networks will
empower escalating at remarkable spatial scale. A-military
applications: Military applications bolstered much early work
in sensor network securing and distinguish interlopers checking
vehicle track on a street or in open territory were the DARP a
Sens IT program. All the more as of late specialist shave
showed a network-based expert marksman confinement
framework B-Environmental Monitoring Applications:
Numerous present applications for sensor networks are in
ranges of science and life sciences, where a typical subject is
the capacity of sensors to take perceptions in substantially more
detail and for any longer than is conceivable today. We quickly
assess natural surroundings observing marine microorganism
checking contaminant transport and exactness farming [4]. CCivil and business applications: There is developing
enthusiasm for sensor networks in structural designing and
modern applications, seismologists imagine utilizing sensor
networks to comprehend the proliferation of quakes at any
spatial scales, this engendering acted by soil conditions, and
can affect how much seismic tremors and ect structures another
structures, a related application is organized checking [5].

2.2. wireless Sensor Issues:
There are some problems related with wireless sensor
network depending on how to get the best coverage in
given distance to obtain wide range of distributed sensors.
2.2.1. WSN Coverage Problems:
The fundamental target of the present work paper is to
limit the separation between the neighboring hubs,
amplifying scope in the network, while all the while
fulfilling all imperatives.
a- all sensor hubs are homogeneous and have portability.
b- we accept the sent sensor hubs can completely cover
the detecting field, detecting scope and correspondence
scope of every hub expected to have a roundabout shape
with no abnormality.
c- the plan factors are two-dimensional directions of the
sensor hubs.
d- every one of the hubs cover meet detecting field range.
The above are regular suspicion for some sensor network
applications. Target function, is the requirement function
which can be different, S is the compel space and X is the
measurement enhancement variable , the recipe of most
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extreme advancement issue , likewise can changed by the
equation of least streamlining issue as above improvement
innovation can be an application innovation which can
take care of a wide range of building issues to get the ideal
arrangement, and as per its applications enhancement
issue can be partitioned to functional advancement issue
and mix.
2.2.2. Function optimization Problem:
The objective must be constant variable in a specific
interim, the execution of the algorithm is frequently in
view of benchmark function , and at present the
benchmark functions incorporate Rosenberg, grievance,
astringent and circle, mix streamlining issue, the objective
ought to be in discrete condition inside the arrangement
space, mix improvement is constantly identified with
sorting , order and screening, and it is a vital branch of the
operational research

2.4. Coverage of WSN:
Sensors prime function is to detect nature for any event of
the occasion, along these lines scope is one of the real
worries in WSN. It turns into a key to compute the nature
of service (QoS) in WSN [6] , there are three principle
reasons that cause scope issues in WSN , they are
constrained easiness go , arbitrary sending, and
insufficient sensors to cover the entire ROI, the restricted
power supply impacts the sensors operations, it will
decrease the scope rate and result deficient sensors to
cover the entire ROI as some them may cease to exist,
picking a sensor with bigger detecting can settled the
constrained detecting range issue yet the cost of it will be
more costly, one of the issues emerges when a portion of
the sensors are conveyed too far separated while the others
are to near each other in irregular organization, hence, to
evacuate these scope issues , we have to concentrate on
the issue amid arrangement the scope turns out to be better
by alert arranging of the places of the sensors in ROI,
three sorts of scope have been characterized:

3

The number of pixels in the monitored area is A, the cover
rate of every pixel can be measured by

(R

Pcov (Cov ) ,

(C ))

area
is defined as
the area coverage rate of C
the ratio of the coverd area of nodes set C and the area of
A where m and n are length and width respectively:

Ra r ea (C ) =

∑

Pcov (Co v )
m× n

2.4.1 Sensor Coverage:
Sensers Coverage is one of the fundamental problems in
sensor networks, which in general answers the questions
about the quality of service that can be provided by a
particular sensor network. In critical infrastructure
applications,
a
complete
coverage
is
a
challenge. Networks could be large and require a huge
number of sensors to fully cover it; in addition to the lack
of sensors reliability and detection certainty. Thus,
coverage formulations are trying to find the weak areas in
the monitoring field and suggest future deployment or
reconfiguration schemes for improving the overall
coverage. M. Cardei and J. Wu in surveyed some of the
proposals introduced to solve the coverage problem form
different points of view. Some of them studied the
complete area coverage . Others focused on sub-coverage
such as point and Barrier coverage
A sensor located on a location point (X1,Y1) can cover a
location point (X2,Y2), if the Euclidean distance between
these two points is

( X 1 − X 2 ) 2 − (Y1 − Y2 ) 2 ≤ r 2 .......................(1)
Where r is sensing range of the sensor, the mean value of
the location points (Xi,Yi) for i= 1,2,3,.........M. is
represented by (mx,my), sensor nodes is the centroid of
location points it has to cover , the distance between the
sensor hub and the most distant area point mean the
detecting range r. Region A is divided into R regions and
each region is located with a sensor node by minimizing
the Euclidean distances between location points and their
closets centroid. Area A is covered with R sensor nodes ,
the coverage problem can be formulated as an
optimization problem and defined
as : P is the
arrangement of focuses and R is the fixed no. Of sensors,
the ideal area for sending all R sensors such that every
location point is covered is :
F = ∀ R ∀ J (max( dis tan ce( S R , PJ )))....... ..................(2)
Where S R indicates, the sensor deployment point and

PJ is the positioning point, distance refers to the
Fig. 4-2 Area Coverage

Euclidean distance calculated as in Eq.(1). The aim is to
minimize the F, such that the the sensing range r, required
to cover all the location points is minimum {siba
K.Udgata et al.2009].
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3. Practical Swarm Optimization:
Pragmatic swarm streamlining (PSO), is a populace based
stochastic advancement strategy created by Eberhart and
Kennedy[7], in the 1995, propelled by social conduct of
creatures, for example, feathered creature rushing , the
expression "swarm" was utilized agreement with a paper
by millions[8], who built up the model for application in
fake life and explained five fundamental standards of
swarm knowledge, the term " molecule" was alluded as a
bargain since the populace individuals could have the
speeds and increasing velocities while still be mass-less
and volume-less, molecule swarm enhancement is
powerful algorithm for upgrading an extensive variety of
functions contrasted and other improvement algorithm.
Star

Insialize Particles with random position and velocity vector

Calculate the fitness value of each article

Adjust the position and velocity of each
article

Fig. 3.1. 20 sensor nodes deployed randomly.

The model used is probability sensing model and area
coverage is selected as the type of control. To get the area
coverage rate:
1- calculate the area coverage rate of one pixel to each
sensor
2- calculate the joint coverage rate of the pixel.
3- repeat step 1and 2, to calculate the joint coverage rate
of each pixel.
4- calculate the area coverage and use it as the objective of
the coverage control algorithm assume that one group has
the number of M particles, each particles is composed
with D dimensional units that have different positions, for
particle i,Xi indicates its position, Xi = (X1,
X2,X3, ......Xd). It files with the speed of Vi =
(V1,V2,V3,........V4). the best position

PDest that the unit

P = ( P , P P ,.........., P )

i1
i 2, i 3
iD
passed by is expressed as t
the best position for the group is denoted as which is also

P

No

Maximum iterations is

achieved

Yes
End
Fig. 2.1. particle swarm algorithm basic flow chart.

Method: assume that the monitoring target is a 20x20
square meter area which is made up of a number of pixels
with an area of 1 square meter. The position of the nodes
are indicated with “o” and described in fig. 3.1

noted as g . The flow cart of the optimization algorithm
is described in fig.3-2.

3.1 PSO algorithm and general code:
Principle of PSO algorithm in PSO algorithm, each
individual can be seen as a particle with no volume in
multidimensional search space, flying with a certain
speed , the particles flying speed is always in dynamical
condition according to the flying experiences of itself and
the group , the definitions are :

1- X i = ( X i1 , X i 2 ,....... X in ) is the i-th particle.
2- Vi = (Vi1 , Vi 2 ,......,Vn ) is the current flying speed
of the i-th particle.

P = ( P , P ,........., P )

i1
i2
in is the best position in the
3- i
experience od the i=th particle, which also refer to the
place where has the optimal value in the experience of the
i-th particle.

3.1.1. Basic Principles of PSO algorithm:
Mainly follows five articulated by millions [7]:
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1- Proximity principle: the population should have the
ability to make simple computations.
2- Quality principle: the population should have the ability
to make adjustment according to the quality factors in the
environment
Diverse response principle: the population should not
restrict itself into extremely narrow channels.
Security standard: the populace ought to keep up a
somewhat stable status disregarding the continuous
changes of the environment.
Adaptability principle: the population should have the
ability to alter behavior mode when the consumption of
energy and resource is worthy.

4. Deployment of WSN using PSO:
Fig. 4-2 radical center

4.1 PSO in WSN:
WSN deployment problem refers to determining positions
sensor nodes (or base stations) such that the desired
coverage, connectivity and energy sufficiency can be
achieved with as few nodes as possible [9], events in an
area devoid of an adequate number of sensor nodes remain
unnoticed, and the areas having dense sensor populations
suffer from congestion s and delays, optimally deployed
WSN assures adequate quality of service, long network
life and financial economy , available PSO solutions to the
deployment problem are centrally on a base station of
determining positions of sensors , mobile nodes or base
stations

4.2 Coverage problem using PSO:

Let two circles of radii R and r centered at (0,0) and (d,0)
intersect in region shaped like an asymmetric fig.4-2, the
equations of the two circles are:

x 2 + x 2 = R 2 ......................................(1)

( x − d ) 2 + y 2 = r 2 ...................................(2)
Combining 1 and 2 gives:

( x − d ) 2 + ( R 2 − x 2 ) = r 2 ......................................(3)
Multiplying through and rearranging gives:

x 2 − 2dx + d 2 − x 2 = r 2 − R 2 ...............(4)
Solving for X results in:

x=

d 2 − r 2 + R2
....................(5)
2d

The choDiscussion: As a result in this simulation , the
algorithm successfully found the best deployment strategy
for this application, the position as the sensing range of
each sensor node was determined to fulfill the goal of
maximum coverage ,rd connecting the cusps of the lens
therefore has half-length y given by plugging x back in to
obtain.
d 2 − r 2 + R2 2
) ..............(6)
2d
− r 2 + R 2 )2
..............(7)
2

y2 = R2 − x2 = R2 − (
Fig .4-1circle-circle intersection

Two circles may intersect in two imaginary , a single
degenerate point, or two distinct point , the intersections
of two circles determine a line known as the radical line,
the three circles mutually intersect in a single point , their
point intersection is the intersection of their pairwise
radical lines, known as radical center.

=

4d 2 R 2 − ( d 2
4d

Solving for x and plugging back in to given entire chord
length a=2y then gives
a =1
d

4d 2 R 2 − ( d 2 − r 2 + R 2 ) 2 ..................(8)

1
(−d + r − R)( −d − r + R)( −d + r + R)( d + r + R)............(9)
d
This same formulation applies directly to the spheresphere intersection problem.
=
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When d >2R (no intersection between two nodes).
When d < 2r (intersection).
When d = 2r (no intersection).

4.3 Case study:

Fig. 4-3 the area of two unit disks.

For the best coverage of particles and by taking determine
number of nodes (n) and the radius for each nodes (Rs) are
equal with the following steps:
1- distribute the nod randomly
2- if the distance of these two nodes are greater than (2R)
which means there is intersection.
3- calculate the distance for each node to other nod inside
it, if the distance of two nodes equal to (R2) which means
that is no intersection between these nodes.
4- if the distance of these two nodes are small than (2R),
the distance of intersection is very large.
5- by the same calculate of other nodes, we find the all
instruction of all nodes then multiplying each time we
repeat this operation by changing the distribution every
time until found the best coverage by using PSO algorithm,
the result are the best coverage of nodes in given distance
(fig.4-4).

Many explores accessible in writing to mirror the
utilization of swarm streamlining with respect to wireless
sensor network, a novel group based approach is presented
in [10] utilizing PSO, the writers proposed a wellness
function to limit the introduction bunch remove between
the sensor hubs and group head, the function likewise
helps in advancing the vitality productivity of the network ,
the usage of the PSO is totally brought together and
executed at the base station (sink), in addition , at the start
period of each bunch head determination round , every
one of the sensors in the network are required to send their
zone information and remaining essentialness level to the
sink, such transmissions in mass expands clog in the
network, as well as prompt pointless vitality depleting, in
any case, the reenactment comes about for the technique
(PSO-grouping or PSO-C).
Discussion:
Subsequently in this simulation , the algorithm effectively
found the best sending technique for this application, the
position as the detecting
scope of every sensor hub was resolved to satisfy the
objective of most extreme scope, as table 4-1 and fig. 4-1
show, the scope rate increments as the detecting span r
increments, while the cycles diminishes as the detecting
sweep r increments, when r compasses to 5m , then target
area is completely covered, according to the results of
simulation, the experimental data table can be made as
below:
Sensing
Radius

1.5

2

2.5

3

4

5

Iteration

130

100

76

61

55

48

Coverage
Rate

22.93
%

39.98
%

58.6
8%

76.53
%

94.1
3%

100%

According to table 4-1, the curve of iterations and
coverage rate referring to the sensing radius can be
obtained.

Fig.(4-4) Best coverage sensors

N= nodes
R=radius of sensor
Rs=sensing radius
Area=M*M
N=4*Area/2πr^

d 2 = ( x1 − x2 ) 2 + ( y1 − y 2 ) 2

5. Conclusions:
Centralized deployment algorithms are usually used
where a powerful node is present. This node will be
responsible for all the computation as well as the
communication to all of the nodes in the network.
However, like any ad hoc network, centralized algorithms
usually suffer from scalability problem. Due to the large
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number of sensors that might be used in sensor networks,
scalability became one of the main problems. In addition,
with many messages that might be reported by the sensor,
a centralized node will be a bottleneck in the
communication. Moreover, such algorithms are prone to a
single point failure. On the other hand, distributed
algorithms will solve the scalability problem. However, as
can be seen, from the work done in this area, algorithms
are mainly based on mobile sensors and their capabilities
in processing the received data, taking the appropriate
decision, and moving from one place to another. Such
characteristics might not be affordable in some of the
sensor networks. In addition, distributed algorithms like
the ones mentioned in will be expensive in terms of the
number of messages and the consumed energy in a highly
dynamic network

6. Future Work:
For the future work , the following points can be
suggested:
1- A more accurate method takes into consideration the
intersection between more than two sensor areas.
2- future research works will include how to find a more
effective method for choosing the control parameter of
PSO approaches.
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